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SuperNote is a very simple to use program that allows you to create notes of any kind, organize them, and share them with friends and colleagues. It also supports the Asus WebStorage web site, so you can save your notes online. SuperNote has several features that make it the perfect alternative to paper. You can write, draw, and type notes using the program's text field. You
can use the same text field for any type of text including images, shapes, and equations. You can drag and drop items to change their order and rotate them to create unique drawings. Notes created in the program can be saved in a single notebook or multiple notebooks. Notebooks can be combined to create a hierarchy for your notes. You can then organize notebooks and pages
within notebooks by adding labels to the pages. When you save a notebook you can choose where you would like it to be saved. Your notes can be encrypted to ensure your privacy and security. You can also add a timestamp to your notes. SuperNote will create a note for every time you change a note, even if you do not save it. You can even use your mobile phone to add a
timestamp to a note. Once you create a note you can share it with friends using Facebook, Twitter, or Email. SuperNote will send your notes using the same method you chose when you created the note. You can also send notes using a different email account than the one you used when you created the note. By default, SuperNote will send a daily summary of your notes, but
you can change this behavior. You can also send an email at specific times if you want. Once you are finished with a note you can print it, export it to a PDF, or send it to an email address. The program also includes a Notebook Explorer that displays the contents of all your notebooks and lets you navigate the hierarchy of notebooks and pages. You can open the notebooks by
dragging them into the main window. This program requires a free Asus WebStorage account in order to create, organize, or share your notes. The Asus WebStorage service is similar to Dropbox, only you can create a free account with no limits on the amount of space you use. Your notes will be saved on the cloud and you can access them on any computer with an internet
connection. The only downside to this feature is that the web browser must be set up to open web pages automatically, which may slow down your system.
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- Create notetaking notes from your computer's clipboard. - Organize notes in different notebooks and share them with others. - Highlight information to help you find it again later. - Mark pages and share them with others. - Create pages based on comments. - Export notes as PDF files, JPG images, or a web page. - Send notes to other devices. - Send notes as messages. - Print
a page. - Create a web page to access notes anywhere. - Sync notes across different computers and devices. - Preview your notes in the web browser. - Search notes using keywords. SUPERNOTE Features: - One-stop access to your notes from multiple devices. - Highlight notes to help you find them later. - Print your notes to make things easier to find later. - Sync your notes to
your device, and share your notes with others. - Sync multiple computers at once and synchronize notes between them. - Attach and edit images, shapes, and time stamps. - Create notebooks and pages using the default themes. - Convert a page to PDF or JPG format. - Print pages as PDF or JPG. - Mark a page with keywords for easy finding. - Change the order of your notes. -
Sort notes using the Today, This Week, This Month and Year views. - Create and sync notebooks. - View your notes in the cloud. - Send messages by email. - Change and modify notes. - Update pages with ease. - Preview a notebook on any device. - Convert a page to PDF, JPG, or HTML format. - Customize the default themes. - Update the menu bar with a new set of
functions. - Export multiple pages at once. - Create a web page with a static address. SUPERNOTE Notebook: - Highlight notes to make it easy to find. - Highlight notes to make it easy to find later. - Organize notes on different pages and share them with others. - Organize notes by the Month and Year. - Organize notes by the Day. - Organize notes by the Week. - Organize
notes by the Day of the Week. - Organize notes by the Day of the Month. - Organize notes by the Month. - Organize notes by the Week. - Organ 77a5ca646e
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KEYMACRO is a mouse control program that allows you to control your PC using only your mouse. You can perform all basic functions using the mouse and the keyboard by entering special commands. The program is capable of controlling every aspect of your system such as booting the computer, rebooting the computer, shutting down the system, loading Windows,
adjusting the volume, changing the desktop wallpaper, minimizing or maximizing the active application, etc. The main advantage of the program is the ease of use and compatibility with all Windows versions and the fact that it can be used on all computers. The keyboard commands are displayed on the bottom of the screen and you can adjust the size of the commands or hide
them if you wish. In order to create a new command, you have to type it manually by pressing the Tab key and then selecting the option from the list. The program is not an application that can be used only to make basic tasks. You can create your own macros and save them for later use by pressing the Set button. The program supports all the basic mouse functions and, thanks
to its interface, you can perform operations with the mouse as if you were using the keyboard. Keymacro is a simple and efficient tool that requires few resources and can easily enhance your PC experience. Speed Dial 2.3.1.1Description:Speed Dial is a program that saves the web pages you visit by saving a shortcut in the Start menu. You can edit the list of your favorite web
pages or add new shortcuts for them by dragging and dropping the web pages to the program window. In addition to the standard web shortcuts, you can also create your own shortcuts in order to save important web pages and sites which may be difficult to access. The program does not include any toolbars or ads, allowing you to have a clean and clear interface without the
annoying pop-up ads and other undesirable features. You can view a list of the web pages you save in a menu or by accessing the program menu. You can also change the size of the window, edit the list of web pages, edit the title and download them to your hard drive. The icon of the page you save can also be changed by choosing a different picture from the program's built-in
library. The program includes the feature to automatically update the list of the web pages you have saved. Once you add a new shortcut, you can use the Settings option to disable it. The program also includes the ability to set a list of preferred language. If

What's New in the?

► Create text notes and notebooks to organize all your information ► Set the notes on the screen and start working right away ► Change the order of the notes using the buttons ► Move the notes between the notebooks using the context menu ► Export the notes as PDF or JPG files ► Print the notes or a page and share it with others ► Store the notes on the cloud ► Send
messages without an external email client ► Copy and paste the text from a web page ► Share the notes to social media sites ► Easy-to-use, very intuitive interface ► No time limit for editing your notes ► Support for shared content across multiple devices ► Add images, shapes and time stamps to enhance the notes ► Ability to save the notes to your PC or mobile device ►
SuperNote Pro Key Features: ► Create notes and notebooks to organize all your information You can create notebooks which contain notes related to a certain topic. You can even open an existing notebook and use it to find a particular page where you need to create a new note. You can organize the notes on multiple pages which means you can create and edit notes in a piece
of paper. You can add images, shapes and time stamps to the notes and organize them in a chronological order. You can also add titles to each page in order to set the context. ► Set the notes on the screen and start working right away Once you open a note, it will be displayed on the screen and the cursor will be in the middle of the page. You can use it to type a note, add shapes
and images or add text. You can also move the cursor around the page by dragging it. ► Change the order of the notes using the buttons If you want to change the position of a note, you can use the buttons that appear on the left side of the page. This will allow you to move a note to the top, bottom, left or right of the page. ► Move the notes between the notebooks using the
context menu You can navigate through the notebooks using the contextual menu which appears when you right-click a note or the notebook. ► Export the notes as PDF or JPG files You can export the notes as PDF or JPG files which means you can print a page or the whole notebook. ► Print the notes or a page and share it with others You can print a page of the notes or the
whole notebook by selecting it from the context menu. You can also send a note or a page to a friend or colleague in an email. ► Send messages without an external email client You can send messages without using an external email client. To send a note or a page, you can simply copy and paste it in the message. You can also click the share button and select a message that you
want to share with another person. The person will receive an email from you with
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System Requirements For SuperNote Pro:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 (SP3) or later Processor: Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU @ 2.00GHz or later Memory: 256 MB RAM (1 GB recommended) Graphics: DirectX 8 graphics card, with Shader Model 2.0 support DirectX: DirectX 8 Hard Disk Space: 400 MB of free space Sound Card: DirectX 8.0 Compatible sound card (with hardware mixing) Network: Internet
connection Supported Video Cards: NVIDIA GeForce 8
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